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MOISTURE/AIR/VAPOR BARRIER AS REQUIRED
BACKUP MAY VARY PER DESIGN
MOISTURE/AIR/VAPOR BARRIER AS REQUIRED
SUPPORT YORK MULTI-FLASH® FLASHING ACROSS CAVITY
LOOSE LINTEL ANGLE
SEALANT
NOTE: WEEP VENT PROTECTION NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY

MECH. FASTENED TERMINATION BAR W/ CONT. BEAD OF SEALANT @ TOP

CAVITY INSULATION
AIR SPACE FOR DRAINAGE
MASONRY VENEER
VERTICAL MOVEMENT JOINT AS REQ’D
WEEP VENT INSERTS ON TOP OF FLASHING
YORK STAINLESS STEEL END DAM, 2” VERTICAL, MIN.
YORK MULTI-FLASH® STAINLESS STEEL FLASHING W/ STAINLESS STEEL DRIP EDGE EXTENDED 6” MIN. BEYOND WINDOW JAMBS

www.yorkmfg.com